The effect of CSF drainage on ambulatory center of mass movement in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus.
Although gait and balance disturbances are core symptoms of idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH), the ambulatory center of mass (COM) movements in patients with iNPH remain unclear. We aimed to clarify the ambulatory COM movements using an accelerometer on the patients' lower torsos and to investigate the changes in COM movement after cerebrospinal fluid tap tests (TT) and shunt surgeries (SS). Twenty-three patients with iNPH and 18 age-matched healthy controls (HCs) were recruited. A triaxial accelerometer was fixed with a belt onto each participant's torso at the L3 vertebra level. We assessed each patient's 10-m gait before TT, 3 days after TT, and 1 week after SS. Compared to the HCs, the patients exhibited decreased gait velocities, increased step numbers, and increased step times. Their movement trajectory amplitudes (i.e., the COM movements) were increased in the medial/lateral direction and decreased in the vertical direction. They also exhibited greater variability (measured as coefficients of variation) in step time and movement trajectory amplitude in both the medial/lateral and vertical directions. The patients' gait parameters were significantly improved after TT and SS. Our results suggest that iNPH-associated gait disturbances could cause abnormal ambulatory COM movements and that these disturbances are mitigated by TT and SS.